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Products used
Belviso C1 LED ceiling-recessed luminaire
The Belviso luminaire family represents high quality lighting solutions together with glarefree light and unusual lighting effects. The design of the Belviso Cassette as a pure surface
is enlivened by the precisely delineated light contour. The colour-illuminated light frame is
available optionally and achieves an emotional upgrading of the lighting design. Five expressive
alternatives mean that room-specific or individual colour codings can be selected.

Belviso D LED ceiling surface-mounted luminaire
The Belviso luminaire family represents high quality lighting solutions together with glarefree light and unusual lighting effects. The exclusive light frame makes the Belviso Cluster
ceiling luminaires unmistakable, creates a unique light appearance and underlines the
completely harmonious illumination of the light surface. The colour-illuminated light frame is
available optionally and achieves an emotional upgrading of the lighting design. Five expressive
alternatives mean that diverse, room-specific or individual colour codings can be selected.

ConStela
Not only road lighting is subject to high demands but also the illumination of urban areas. With
our modular ConStela light column system, luminaires are ideally integrated into the urban
environment. Accentuating light effects optimally illuminate public areas and town plazas, and at
the same time create an atmosphere of well-being. A selection of various luminaire modules also
enables individual adaptations to specific surroundings.

Lateralo Plus LED suspended luminaire
Even when switched off the extremely flat suspended luminaire with a transparent cover blends
stylishly into all interiors. But the Lateralo Plus LED's real strength is in operation: it supplies
maximum visual comfort and almost shadow-free, planar light. This is made possible thanks to
the innovative light control with an especially wide indirect light component. It also simplifies
lighting design and interior design because the uniformly wide light distribution enables variable
distances to the ceiling.

Lateralo Ring LED suspended luminaire
Even when switched off, the extremely flat suspended luminaire with round construction blends
stylishly into all interiors. But the Lateralo Ring LED's real strength is in operation: it supplies
maximum visual comfort and almost shadow-free, planar light. This is made possible thanks to
the innovative light control with an especially wide indirect light component. It also simplifies
lighting design and interior design because the uniformly wide light distribution enables variable
distances to the ceiling.

Nextrema LED surface-mounted luminaires IP66
Ice cold or boiling hot, damp or dusty – no problem for the Nextrema LED with its robust diecast aluminium body in cold stores, food production facilities, distribution centres or car parks at
temperatures of -30°C to +35°C. In addition to its robust exterior, the luminaire's quality of light
is also impressive throughout: the light is pleasantly homogeneous, glare-free and especially
energy-efficient. Installation is also particularly simple and time-saving thanks to a number of
clever functions.
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Polaron IQ LED surface-mounted luminaire
The basis element of the Polaron IQ LED family is a filigree, round light profile supplying
maximum planning flexibility: Its diversity enables countless combinations in the series –
meaning that light and luminaire design can be perfectly modified to the application. The customdesigned luminaire is installed without any effort thanks to a clever fixing concept.

Polaron IQ LED suspended luminaire
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